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not always about material gain. Human cultural evolution has produced complex rules to constrain instinctual violence, but these
norms must be learned within a viable social network. Eve'n so, the
development of human technology has outpaced behavioral adaptations. OUf weapons enable us to draw and fire a gp.n much faster
than another human can submit to our rage or plead for mercy.
So it was that Dr. LaFage's teachings proved both vitally important and ultimately inadequate to understanding the genesis of human violence. I cannot weigh the despair of an inner-city teen; I
have no formula that predicts when a fellow creature's fear turns to
rage. Nor can I graph a student's affection for a gentle. demanding
mentor. In the end, of course, Dr. LaFage was right: we. cannot truly
know the pain of others. Perhaps it is good that we cannot fully
share in the anguish of terrified animals, dying men, grieving widows, fatherless children, or soulless youths. Sometimes our own
sadness is as much as we can bear.
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for an hour. Flip through a mainstream magazine. Peruse personal hygiene or cleaning products in a store. You'll feel
the need to defend yourself with antibacterial soaps and cleaning
agents, even antimicrobial pillows and socks. Fear of bacteria has
reached a feverish pitch recently, thaoks in large part to the work
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of ever-industrious advertisers.
In our efforts to eliminate these "germs" we have had devastating

effects - not on the bacteria, but on ourselves. The bacteria that
now pose the greatest threats to humans are products of our own
making. The evolution of pests and pathogens resistant to human poisons has a long, well-documented history. Hospitals, where
antibacterial drugs, soaps, and cleaners are used in volume, are
hotbeds ofaotibiotic-resistaot strains of bacteria. Farmers feed livestock excessive amounts of aotibiotics, thereby selecting for bacteria that are resistant to those medicines - versions of which are
also used for humans.
But our xenophobia also blinds us to a more fundamental insight: the health of our environment, and our bodies, depends on
bacterial communities. Indeed, they are responsible, as a.ncestors,
for our very existence.
If Life had a yearbook, bacteria would win all ofthe awards, especially "most likely to succeed." A bacterium is an organism made up
of one or more small prokaryotic cells, those that have DNA genes
but lack nuclei and chromosomes. Bacteria inhabit the farthest
reaches of the biosphere. They live in the hottest, coldest, deepest,
saltiest, and most acidic environments. They are the most ancient
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life form, having lived on Earth for at least 3.8 hillion years, over 80
percent of its history. By contrast, humans have occupied a narrow
range of environmental conditions - and for only about 0.003
percent of the Earth's existence. Ifwe even made it into the yearbook, the caption would have read "photo not available."
Earth's environment is in large part the product of bacterial metabolism. Bacterial nitrogen fixation enriches the soil at no cost·
to us. And the photosynthesis that excretes oxygen and makes
food for all life is carried out by the blue-green bacteria called
cyanobacteria - both the free-living kind and those that became
chloroplasts in the cells of algae and plants. These are just two of
bacteria's life-sustaining' processes, invented at least 2 billion years
ago. We should view them as the wisdom of the ancients.
Even disease-causing bacteria - exceedingly rare despite the
fear-mongering of marketers - playa part in ecological health.
Anthrax spores, for example, float in the dust of overeaten and
sun-exposed fields, enter the lungs and blood of vulnerable .or
weak grazers, and kill them. Fields recover their vegetation. The
grazers' food supply is spared, the stability of the ecosystem re-
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communities based on reciprocity. As

nas
also left its mark in the cells of all larger life. Protoctists (like algae and ciliates) and fungi (like yeasts and molds) - not to mention plants and animals -

food,·

stored.
Bacteria also sustain us on a very local, intimate scale. They

produce necessary vitamins inside our guts. Babies rely on milk,
food, and finger-sucking to populate their intestines with bacteria
essential for healthy digestion. And microbial communities thrive
in the external orifices (mouth, ears, anus, vagina) of mammals,

incorporatioJ).

in ways that enhance metabolism, block opportunistic infection,

ensure stable digestive patterns, maintain healthy immune systems,
and accelerate healing after injury. When these communities
are depleted, as might occur from the use of antibacterial soap,
mouthwash, or douching, certain potentially pathogenic fungi like candida or vaginal yeast disorders - can begin to grow profusely on our dead and dying cells. Self-centered antiseptic paranoia, not the bacteria, is our enemy here.
'
But in our ignorance, we also miss a larger lesson. Bacteria offer us evidence that health depends on community, and independence is an ecological impossibility. Whenever we treat isolated
medical symptoms or live socially or physically isolated lives, we ignore warnings from our more successful planetmates.
Bacteria in their natural environments live in well-structured

taste- buds, the inner-ear cells required for hearing, and
light-sensitive cells in the retina of the eye all have traceable, peculiar features in common. Even cells of the semicircular "canalbalance organ,"

